
Flexa Pro Series Heavy-Duty Spring-Action
Monitor Arm
Product # 500FP1230

Number of Monitors Dual

Monitor Rotation 90°

Finish Matte White

Feature Two USB 3.0 Ports

Type Single Arm

Tilt 10° to -10°

Height - Overall Dimensions 10 to 23.4 in

Depth - Overall Dimensions 8.1 in

DESCRIPTION
The most versatile monitor arm solution for your needs

- The Flexa Pro single and dual monitor arms are a high-end floating monitor arm
solution, ideal for both office and home use.
- This heavy-duty aluminum gas spring monitor arm fits monitors from 17 in (431.8 mm)
to 32 in (812.8 mm) and holds up to 17.6 lb (8 kg) per screen. 
- Its easy-grip handle can position two monitors at the same time with ease--just pull up
and down. 
- Larger screens mean more risk, so we set an additional screw behind the arm to
prevent any faulty operation when extending the arm past the rear edge of the desk. 
- With its 3.0 USB ports on its sturdy base, data transmission, charging, and headset
use have never been so convenient.
- Monitor mount swivel left to right: 90° to -90°

ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS
- Space-saving design to free up and gain additional desktop workspace - Tilts up and
down - Freely adjusting height for an optimal ergonomic position - Free-tilting design for
multiple monitor viewing angles - Detachable VESA plate design enables easy
installation - Built-in cable management for an organized and neat workspace - VESA
compatible: 75 x 75, 100 x 100

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Product # 500FP1230

Line Flexa

Mounting Clamp or Grommet Mount

Capacity per Monitor 2.2 to 17.6 lb

Width - Overall Dimensions 10 to 12.4 in

Material Aluminum, Steel, and Plastic

INCLUDED PRODUCT(S)
Hardware and accessories.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Some assembly required.

PRODUCT PHOTOS
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